
EUROWEB Project 

Academic offer for 2013-14 

1. Name of EU Partner:  POLITEHNICA University of  Bucharest - PUB 

2. Name & E-Mail of primary contact: PUB EUROWEB Coordinator Ştefan Stăncescu: 

stst@elia.pub.ro, stefanstancescu@gmail.com 

3. Name & E-mail of additional contacts: Andreea Smoaca: andreea_smoaca@yahoo.com 

4. Local EUROWEB web page( if any): http://isc.pub.ro/EUROWEB_ISC/EUROWEB_ISC.htm 

5. Which system do you have?  (Semester /Trimester  etc) :  Semester 

6. Provide details of each semester/trimester in following table (TBD, 2012-13 data) 

Study Period/ 

Term    

Start date      End date     Exam period 

1'st semester 01.10.2012 18.01.2013 19.01.2012-08.02.2012 

2'nd semester 18.02.2013 17.05.2013 

(informative 

only, depends 

on teaching 

form) 

18.05.2013 

(informative only, depends on teaching form) 

 

7. In the following table use one row per subject area (and also specify the numbers & durations you 
can support)  Please provide as much detail as possible. Any constraints/ concerns also may be 
added, in remarks or as notes below the table. Please provide information as per the EUROWEB 
application themes. You may breakdown to more detailed themes (or  add other subject areas if 
essential)  by adding more rows.  
Mobility that can be supported by the University POLITEHNICA 
Bucharest (UPB) for EUROWEB during 2013-2015 

 visit: HTTP://ISC.PUB.RO/EUROWEB_ISC/EUROWEB_ISC_PUBOFFER.HTM 
 
8. State any special eligibility requirements you have such as TOEFL etc: NONE 

9. Tuition fees for international students staying one academic year: 3000 EURO for EUROWEB 

10. Can you have fee-waiver for less than 10 month mobility? - 

11. If not, up to what duration can you support without fees? - 

12.  If no fee-waiver possible, state details of your tuition fees? - 

13. Can UG/Master’s thesis works be done without fees? Yes, for exchange students 

14. Can your University pay scholarships?   No 

15. Are scholarships taxable in your country?  No 

16. Does your university follow ECTS grading system? Yes 

17. Any other information you would like to add:  

http://isc.pub.ro/EUROWEB_ISC/EUROWEB_ISC.htm 


